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SUMMARY

Suspicious
Incident

19-108077

Block Comanche
Ct

Crash w/
Injuries

19-108064

I95 SB MM 290

Marchman
Act

19-108091

Palm Harbor
Pkwy
(Portuguese
American Club)

The resident at 40 Comanche Ct advised a red in color SUV was
observed driving reckless and struck the mailbox at 42 Comanche
Ct, before parking in the swale across from 45 Comanche Ct. Upon
Deputies’ arrival, the vehicle was located (Red Chevrolet SUV
bearing FL tag CHMY53) at this location. 2 small juveniles were
observed in the back seat of the vehicle. 45 minutes later, a male
identified as S1 emerged from between 45 and 47 Comanche Ct. It
was determined he was the father of the children and the driver of
the vehicle. S1 was taken into custody and placed under arrest
reference child neglect and leaving the scene of a crash with
property damage. DCF notified and advised they would be
responding.
A black Ford van rear ended a white Acura before flipping twice in
the lanes of travel on I95. A motorist advised 4 Hispanic males
exited the vehicle through the windshield and fled on foot SB and
entered a black in color unknown make or model pickup truck,
which then fled SB on I95. Units were unable to locate the truck or
occupants of the van. The van was on its side, blocking the right 2
lanes of I95 SB. Crash TOT FHP.
Hispanic male fell several times inside the club and was trying to get
into his vehicle to leave. The male could not care for himself and
had no family or friends in the area to contact. The male was
transported to Advent Health for medical clearance then to the
FCDF under a Marchman Act.
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